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College Security
officer arrested
Sarah Core
News Editor
A Safety and Security staff
member for the College of
Wooster recently pled guilty to
driving under the influence of
alcohol in Orrville.
Kathleen Reynolds, assistant to
the director of security and the fire
safety coordinator for the College,
pled guilty on Sept. 26 to having a
breath alcohol content of 0. 1 32
while driving. The legal limit in
the state of Ohio is . 1 . According
to court documents, she was fined
$465 for the DUI, which occurred
on Sept. 21, as well as a turn sig-
nal violation and for a seat belt
violation. The fine plus court
costs make the total $747.
Reynolds was sentenced to 15
days in prison, with 12 of those
days suspended. Her driver's
license was suspended for one
year and she was placed on one
year's probation with a $20 per
month probation fee totaling $240.
Six points were assessed on her
license, and is required to attend
alcohol and drug counseling.
John Hopkins, assistant vice
president for College relations
and marketing, said that the
administration is aware of the sit-
uation, and is going to be address-
ing the situation in an appropriate
,
way. "We will take into account
all aspects of the situation," he
said, adding, "The College is in
the process of addressing it."
Kurt Holmes, dean of students
and a supervisor for the Safety
and Security office's staff echoed
Hopkins thoughts. "We're aware
of the situation, obviously, and
we'll respond appropriately for
the.institution."
He added that, "It's also, there-
fore, a semi-person- al, yet profes-
sional response, and we don't con-
sciously choose not to make public
any of those personnel matters."
Gary Thompson, director of
human resources, explained that
there are not specific guidelines
that list a standard set of acts and
penalties for situations like these.
"In Reynolds' case," he said,
"it would be the Dean of Students
and the President who would
determine what would be the
appropriate acts."
Holmes said that the College
does respond in a supervisory role
to any issues that deal with work.
However, Thompson said, "If
there is not any reason to feel that
there's an impact on the work-
place from the actions of a person
on their own time, it is probably
not the workplace's business."
"The College always tries to
support its staff members, as well
as take appropriate measures to
support the community," said
Thompson. "In other words, if
this were a violent assault on
another person it would be
viewed much differently than
something that probably wouldn't
affect you or I. Whatever hap- -
See "College Response" pg. 2.
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Library reports weekend theft
Justin L. Hart
Asst. News Editor
More than $70 in cash was
reported stolen from two locked
drawers in Andrews Library on
the night of Sept. 29.
The missing money includes
cash used to make change for stu-
dents, as well as an undetermined
amount from student fines and
payments for books and
Vcndamat cards.
The money had last been checked
at 1 a.m. Monday, when the Library
closed for the evening."When I
came in at a quarter to eight ... it was
gone," said Libraries Administrative
Assistant Susan Burt.
According to Burt, there were
"no signs of force." She said,
"It's a real mystery" as to who
took the money, because both of
the drawers had been locked the
night before.
In addition, each drawer
requires a separate key to unlock.
The money is checked by student
workers at the beginning and end
of their shifts.
The theft was reported to the
Office of Safety and Security on
Sept. 30. "We have a suspect in
mind at the moment," said
Security Director Joe Kirk. He
explained that the Security office
a success
Sarah Romorini '05 helps
paint a picnic pavilion during
Scots in Service Day, which
lasted from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
this past Saturday at
Freedlander Park in Wooster.
Following the work, the volun-
teers were provided with a
lunch at 12:30 and rccieved
free t-sh- irts.
Approximately 200 students
and alumni from the College
participated in the event. The
volunteers spent their time
mulching trails and painting
and varnishing playground
equipment and pavilions at the
park. This year's Scots in
Service Day has saved the City
of Wooster about $5,0(XJ in
labor costs.
suspected an "internal incident,"
involving a suspect from among
the campus community.
The incident has not been
reported to the Wooster Police
Department, because the Security
Office has been able to handle the
matter by themselves. Kirk said,
"If we feel that we need assis-tancc.- we
would call in the
'police." The police are always
called in the event of a felony or at
the request of the victim, and that
was not the case in this incident.
In the future the library hopes to
be able to use COW cards for its
monetary transactions in order to
avoid similar incidents.
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WCWS temporarily shuts down online broadcasting
Radio station working with the Radio Advisory Committee on finding permanent solution
CaityJudd and Sarah Core
Voice Staff
Rod Korba, WCWS advisor and
department chair of communica-
tion studies, had recently voiced
concern that WCWS might have
to cease its online broadcasting.
This month Korba's fear became a
reality, as WCWS was forced to
suspend its online Web casting by
Oct. 1, after a debate over copy-
right laws.
"This isn't a big surprise," said
Webmaster Kevin Bischof '03,
"We knew about it; we just didn't
know how bad it would be."
Web casting allows listeners
across the world to tune into radio
stations via the Internet, as
WCWS has been doing for sever-
al years. Web casting became
problematic when many artists
and recording companies realized
it was possible for people to
download music from the Internet
simulcast, resulting in the loss of
revenue and sales. These compa-
nies attempted to place a tax on
webcasters and to change the
copyright laws, and in 1998, the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act
was passed to do just that.
The Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA)
College responds
to staff incident
continued from page I.
pens, we will weigh these two
things together."
Wjhile Holmes doesn't think
that this incident reflects on the
College, he said, "I really don't
know" how this incident will
affect the campus community. "I
don't know if it will really have
any affect." He added, "We all
have our own lives."
"I think, in general," said
Holmes, "people tend to ... learn
from their own mistakes and
learn from their own life history
and hopefully, that makes them
better at what they do."
Reynolds was unable for
comment.
recently made a decision regard-
ing educational institutions' radio
stations and other small non-prof- it
stations.
It is requiring not only that they
pay a retroactive fee from 1998 to
the present, charging WCWS per
listener and per song, but also
requiring that stations have a very
detailed list of information about
what they are broadcasting. New
changes will require web casting
stations to record the song tide, the
artist's name, the CD title, the
record label, the catalog number,
the number of listeners and the time
of the transmission. All this would
then be reported to the RIAA.
"We just don't have the technol-
ogy right now to monitor who is
listening, when they are listening,
and what they are listening to,"
said General Manager Katie
Hammond '03. Bischof added
that, "We get by on meager tech-
nology." He said the technology
has not been devised yet to be able
to count listeners and music
online in that way.
Because the radio station does-
n't keep records of playlists from
year to year, the RIAA "will just
charge us a flat fee for every year,
which is just ridiculous," said
Bischof. "The estimates that I've
Ml
heard is that it's around $500 for
each year."
"If it wasn't for groups like us,"
Bischof added, "the record industry
wouldn't have people as disc jock-
eys, producers, and in other radio
jobs. "We train them. We're an edu-
cational station; that's what we do."
On Monday, Oct. 7, the House
"The disappointing
thing is the uncertain-
ty of it ail" said Kevin
Bischof '03.
of Representatives voted in favor
of new amendments to the copy-
right laws. These changes include
a royalty fee for the radio indus-
try, but also include an amount of
protection for the larger small
Web casting companies.
The proposed bill would also
give non-prof- it organizations a six-mon- th
reprieve from royalty fees
and will soon be passed on to the
Senate. 'This is a federal law,"
Bischof said, "We can get a hefty
fine" for non-complian- ce. "It's
unfair to us," he said, and Hammond
agreed. 'There are just so many
unknowns right now," she said, "but
we're not done fighting this."
Hammond explained that the
. s
Radio Advisory Committee
(RAC) "will fight for us if we are
able to prove we can give the
RIAA the information they need."
However, she said, "they the
RIAA don't know what they
want, and keep changing their
minds. It's really frustrating."
The fight to preserve small Web
casting companies is still being
waged nationally. A Web site
called "Save our Streams"
(http:www.ruf.rice.eduwillrcb
sos) provides the names and
phone numbers of local represen-
tatives and a suggested script for
sending letters. Another site
(http:www.kurthanson.com) is
also very informative.
The proponents of the online
Web broadcasting are requesting
fixed tax rates and reasonable
record keeping requirements.
Whether these demands will be lis-
tened to has yet to be seen.
However, Bischof said, "There's a
2002-0- 3 Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially
assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault
For assistance, contact:
Nancy Anderson Longbrake
Ellen Burns Severance
Heather Fitz Gibbon Kauke 7
Pam Frese Kauke 8
Dianna Kardulias Kauke 207
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or
the Campus Minister at Ext. 2602. To report an assault, contact the
Wooster City Police at 9-9- 11 (emergencies) or 330-264-333- 3, or
Security at Ext. 2590.
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lot of people working in our favor."
WCWS is still working to return
their Web casting to the Internet.
The management of WCWS said
that is their main objective.
New changes are being made to
the station to abide by the new
copyright laws. They are trying to
comply with the detailed regula-
tions that do not deal with money,
by having DJs start recording not
only the song's name and the
artist, but a long list of require-
ments like the CDs label and
recording dates. If their "dry run,"
(as they are calling it) works, then
the station hopes to begin broad-
casting again soon without major
changes to the prograrnming.
"The disappointing thing is the
uncertainty of it all," Bischof said.
He emphasized the station's dire
condition, saying, "Currently,
we're hanging on by a toenail."
Hammond added, "It's a wait-it-out-and-- see
game right now."
Ext. 2319
124 Ext. 2610
Ext. 2371
Ext. 2256
Ext. 2301
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Arts, continued with, the tl.Jrd
Forum event cn Oct. 8 at 7:30
p.m. in McGaw Chapel. This
forum, entitled "Breaking
Boundaries in Film: A Wooster
Faculty Panel" consisted of
Wooster faculty discussing four
pieces of film history.
Richard Figge of the German
department - moderated this
event, joined by Carolyn
Durham of the French def La-
ment, Peter Mowry of the Mu :ic
department, Terry Rowdcn of
the English department t.-.-d
Maricke Ilctmr.arm, .l;o of the
German deprutment.
Tuesday's panel discussion
was the kickeff evert yielding a
monthlor.g fibm festival to be
held on Wednesday nights. The
professor's Cms of choice will be
shown in Medeer Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. Each film will be fol-
lowed by a talkback session led
by the professor. The Erst of these
films, "Grand Elusion," is to be
shown this Wednesday night
Peter Mowry, author of the
book "Award-Winnin- g Films: A
Viewers Reference to 2,700
Acclaimed Motion Pictures,"
chose the 1937 film "Grand
Illusion" to kick off the faculty
film festival. This film addresses
the multiple layers of meaning
underlying the destruction of --
class boundaries during times of
war. This film is not only for the
scholarly, as Mowry himself is
simply a "lifelong movie lover
and devourer of cinema. "Gran d
Illusion" transcends narrative
content and shines as an ur.der.i-- at
!e masterpiece cf art hist ry.
Following Mowry, Carolyn
Durham presented "Daughters of .
the Dust" (1991), directed by
Julie Dash. This film is set in
1902 on the Gullah Elands and
tells the story of an African
American community overcom-
ing racial limitations. 'Taughters
: D.
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'IJe cam-er- a ae ' ;S ; '..1 deep
focus create a communal space
that webecr-e- s viewers. Durham
states that "vlr-vir- g "Du.-gr.t-.r- s
. of the Dat" is an immensely
satisfying e.Tperler.ce. Consider
yourself welcomed to view mis
'fascinatir'ly hypnotic arid stun-
ningly beautiful" clip of film his-
tory on Oct. 1 6.
Aher her, Muricke Herrmann
selected D.-rri- s Dime's acckumcd
C erman LLa "Neb dy Love s I be"
(109t). Tl.is melodramatic com-
edy combines humor and intro-
spection. "Nobody Loves Me"
is pucke J with controversial
chraeters tho.se obsessed
with death, unconventional sex-
uality, etc. Herrmann states that
"we root for the crazy people."
"Nobody Loves Me" --opens with
the protagonist being filmed for
a dating service. After express-
ing her disgust in the ever-tirin- g
dating game and the appalling
task of "selling herself," she
warns her potential' suitors not
to fall in love with her.
Rowden chose the experimen-
tal fdm 'Tune Code" (2000),
filmed by Mike Figgis, who used
digital video technology. The
film's tide is a reference to the
electronic counter present on dig-
ital tapes. "Time Code" consists .
of constant motion on four sec-
tions of the same screen, playing
with the idea of how we visually
process film. This visually dizzy-
ing fdm is chaotic to watch.
Continuous movement and over-
lapping sounds make it somewhat
hard to follow. This type of film,
while original, can be seen as a
cinema r 'eipiece or utter film
disaster. Attempting to decipher
tlte constant nind-bogglit- -g EuiJ-if-y
is fascinating. Such a fdm can
only be created once for endeav-
oring to copy such a fdm would
be impossible. "Time Code" was
a huge hit in France, and will
make for great conversation fol-
lowing its viewing on Oct. 30.
3.
Pepsi scientist examines taste
Justin L. Hart
Asst. News Editor
Dr. Glenn Roy, a scientist
working for the Pepsi Cola
Company, presented a seminar on
Thursday, Oct. 8 for the local sec
tion of the American
Chemical Society entitled
"In Vitro Taste Sensors."
The seminar took
place at 7 p.m. in room
009 in Severance Hall,
and was open to the
entire campus as well as
the Wooster community
at large. Dr. Roy, who
has worked with Pepsi
Cola's Ingredient and
Flavor . Technology
Group, has been con-
cerned mainly with dis
covering and implement
ing new flavor-enhan- c
ing substances for Peps i I
beverages. The purpose
of these ingredients is usually to
enhance sweetness and occasion-
ally mask a beverage's bitter
taste, which can be caused by
components like caffeine.
Products, with bitter or unpleas-
ant tastes can be improved by
using a number of substances, but
there is no single taste enhancer
that can solve the taste problems
of all beverages; each substance is
different in taste and requires a
different chemical makeup to be
able to improve it.
Sugar is a highly popular taste
enhancer, but as Dr. Roy said, "Do
you want the calories?" This is the
reason that scientists like him are
working to find new flavor
enhancers for Pepsi Cola's
expanding product line.
Pepsi Cola is a subsidiary of the
corporation PepsiCo, in which it
functions as PepsiCo's beverage
division. However, Dr. Roy dis-
pelled the notion that Pepsi Cola
is a soda company; instead, it is
more precisely to be thought of a
concentrate company. Pepsi Cola
produces concentrate of its bever-
ages, which are converted into the
beverage form by bottlers.
Before any chemical compounds
can be used by the company. Dr.
Roy explained, scientists like him
first have to determine that they are
"safe, stable, legal products."
V.TMprimary.tcW.o;r, Ppy'?.
,
lecture was a device that has been
developed in recent years to help
scientists like him test the flavor
of chemicals. This device is
,
known as an "electronic tongue,"
or "E-tongu- e." The type of E-ton- gue
used by Pepsi Cola is man- -
-w- u- I
ufactured by a company in France
called Alpha M.O.S. Similar
devices are currently being pur-
chased by companies like Pepsi
Cola "all over the world."
The purpose of the E-tong- ue is
simple. Its job is to effectively
"taste" different chemical com-
pounds that scientists are testing.
This device is preferable to. .a
human taste tester for many rea-
sons. It is more sensitive to differ-
ences in taste than a human, it can
taste many samples in rapid suc-
cession for a long time without
becoming fatigued, and it also cir-
cumvents a major problem with
human taste testers people do
not normally want to sample
unpleasant-tastin- g substances,
especially when they do not know
In 1 rot v
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what is in them.
Dr. Roy said, "It is very difficult
to get people to show up at taste pan-
els." The E-ton- gue also frees scien-
tists from having to taste the com-
pounds themselves, which takes
time away from other work and
becomes tiring.
The E-ton- gue that Pepsi
Cola uses consists of
receptors that transmit sig-
nals to a computer, which
categorizes a substance's
taste according to data that
scientists program it to
respond to, such as sweet-
ness and bitterness.
The machine is "only as
good as you've taught it to
be," Dr. Roy said. However,
he added that using the E-tong- ue,
"We've gone for-
ward and done some very
interesting things." There are
a number of ways in which
an undesirable taste can be
neutralized. First, the taste buds can be
fooled through the use of bubbles or a
cooling effect, which takes the mind
off of the taste itself.
Second, the taste buds can be
blocked or anesthetized. Dr Roy
said that he knew of a "legal prod-
uct" that could anesthetize one's
taste buds; however, he said, it was
"not very controllable" and could
make one's tongue number than
desired for an extended period.
Third, the taste of a substance
can be improved using chemicals,
including common salt. Fourth,
the tongue can be coated with a
substance to inhibit contact with
what is being tasted. Not surpris-
ingly, the option that is usually
preferred is to improve the taste
with chemicals.
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Letter: Stereotypes should be
destroyed and not perpetuated
Writer considers the dangers ofgeneralizing in the
debate over the Yost women's body image discussion
To the editors,
I I was dissatisfied with the way
that Kat Hartman, in last week's
Voice, tried to justify shutting men
out of the body image discussion
organized by the Yost women.
Even though men may feel self-conscio-us
about different aspects
of their appearance than women
do, men, too, often struggle with
body image issues.
Yet, excluding men from the
discussion sends the message that
body image is a problem experi-
enced only by females and caused
somehow by males. I had thought
that the ultimate goal of dis-
cussing body image would be to
accept what nature gave us in the
way of bellies, thighs, breasts,
vaginae and penises and to
judge individuals, not on any
. aspect of their anatomy (including
their femaleness or maleness), but
on their inner characteristics.
Givqn that body image is a co-
ed concern and that feminism
opposes sexual discrimination, I
had initially disapproved of the
"no boys allowed" rule, but I
might have changed my opinion if
the women of Yost had backed
their decision with an acceptable
reason. However, they did not.
Only one point in Hartman's letter
actually addressed the question of
why women '
vulgar jokes probably not the
sort of men who would attend a
body image discussion, anyway
the Yost women prohibited all
men from attending their event.
As any feminist should realize,
such sweeping, gender-base- d gen-
eralizations are harmful to both
sexes. In this case, men weren't the
only ones
trivialized.
The idea
that
women
can't
help but
I might have changed my
opinion if the women of Yost
had backed their decision
with an acceptable reason.
However, they did not.
"love "
their male friends" stereotypes
women as ramparit nurturing
machines, and the idea that
women have to hide from these
boorish, so-call- ed friends in
order to have a frank conversa-
tion suggests that women are
too weak or too polite to stand
up for themselves; neither idea
is true.
Other than the matter of "boob
jokes," Hartman did not explain
any further why the body image
discussion excluded men. While
she rightly denounced the fact that
the media exploit women's sexu-
ality to advertise products, this
doesn't imply that all men, or only
men, are to blame. If s wonderful
that the
might feel If instead you engage m auncomfort- - , . 9 .?
able convers- - P" battle of creating new
ing about their stereotypes to counter the
bodies in the old, both males and females
presence of wiu ultimately lose.
their malepeers:
because many women's male friends
embarrass them with "boob jokes."
Theorized Hartman: "Perhaps
these women love their male
friends, but just don't feel quite
comfortable in admitting their feel-
ings about their own breasts in the
company of their male friends."
.
S.o, jbecause some. kmen , rn,ak?
.
women of
Yost House
want to
chan-
nel their
own anger,"
but instead
of channeling it at men and patri-
archal society in general, perhaps
it would be more helpful to chan-
nel it into letters to specific adver-
tisers about their offensive
commercials.
Even though I disagree with the
Yost women's decision to keep
men put of .their .body ..image dis
cussion, I fully support the princi-
ple that motivated Hartman's letter,
that sexism is something to be
angry about. I, too, have been
angry about it for a long time
since the Christmas that a family
member gave my brother toys, but
me jewelry; since the baseball
practice when my coach
mmmm informed me "
that I threw
"like a girl;"
since I discov-
ered that there
wasn't a - Girl
Scout merit
badge for chem
istry, but there was one for fash-
ion.
Right before college, I was
angry because my mother
insisted that I take a self-defen-se
course angry at the
reality that someone might
direct violence at me just
because of my sex. Here at col-
lege, I am angry amused, but
angry when my friends and I get
"points" when homy drivers honk
at us along Beall Avenue, or when
I notice sexist references in my
supposedly unbiased textbooks.
No amount of anger, howev-
er, justifies the use of stereo-
types against men to fight
stereotypes against women.
Feminism is all about destroy-
ing stereotypes. If instead you
engage in a petty battle of cre-
ating new stereotypes to count-
er the old, both males and
females will ultimately lose.
Jaymie Strecker "04
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Official clarifies
College stance on
"U.S. News" report
To the editors.
In her Viewpoints piece two
weeks ago, Erin McCann took
the College to task for expressing
our satisfaction that I.S. had been
judged the number two senior
capstone program in the country
by "U.S. News & World Report."
"If colleges like Wooster get so
excited by 'ranking' on this stu-
pid chart," she wrote, "then all
the complaining they've done
about it in years past is moot."
Onerea- - mmmmm 1 mm
our satis-- our Peers recognize what
faction, we have always known
however, tne qualify of OUT I.S. prO--
ly SlrSi gram and the pivotal role it
the com-- plays in our curriculum...
plaining"
that we
and others have done appears to
be having some impact
As Ms. McCann rightly points
out, historically, the "U.S. News"
rankings have measured "what a
college has, not what a college
does." They have said more
about how much money you can
raise and how many applicants
you can reject than they have
about how well you use the
resources you have on behalf the
students you do enroll. The
changes made by the magazine
this year, including ranking
eight specific types of aca-
demic "programs that really
work" were made in response
to those criticisms.
Moreover, the way in which
those individual program
rankings were compiled dif-
fered significantly from the
overall academic reputation
ranking, which has rightly
been derided as little more
than a popularity contest.
To compile the traditional
academic reputation rat-
ings, presidents, chief aca-
demic officers and chief
admissions officers are
given a ballot listing 150 or
more schools and asked to
rate their academic quality on
a scale of one to five. In such a
format, the Harvards and Yales of
the world benefit simply from
being Harvard and Yale, while
schools with lower profiles
suffer accordingly.
For the new program rankings,
however, presidents, chief aca-
demic officers and chief student
affairs officers were given
a clean slate and asked to
come up
w i t n
their
own
of
"stellar
p r o --
grams"
in each
category. Thus, for a program to
rise to the top, the voters needed to
possess some concrete knowledge
about a particular school,
rather than just checking off a
few names on a list, based on
generalities, received wisdom
and hearsay.
Are we suddenly in love
with the "U.S. News" rank-
ings? No. But the fact that so
many of our peers recognize
what we have always known
the quality of our I.S. pro-
gram and the pivotal role it plays
in our curriculum is indeed
worth celebrating. As President
Hales noted in the news release
announcing the results,
"Independent learning has
been the hallmark of a
Wooster education, and I.S.
has been its cornerstone for
more than SO years. So we are
particularly pleased to have it
recognized as one of the
very best such programs in
the nation."
Sincerely,
John Hopkins
Assistant Vice President for .
College Relations and Marketing
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Fall fashion destroys summer
fashion in a glorious revolution
Dear Comrades,
As we make that defining step
forward from the murky . and
oppressive summer into the
intellectual fall; as Nature rein-
vents herself, let us consider how
we might change our foliage
accordingly. I say, let the cast-o- ff
vestiges of hegemony gather
upon the floor to form a pastiche
of stars and stripes, A's
& F's, a fertile humus Letof capris, flip-flo- ps
and butt-logo- s. Navy
Let sink the obsolete goesfleet of Old Navy gar-
ments as the J. Crew us
goes down with the Banana
ship, and let us with-
draw theour troops from
the Banana Republics,
for dying is the revo-
lution of generation Gap.
Or is it? Comrades, the shift of
seasons accords us a clearer view
of fashion from an integrated
cultural, economic, socio-politic- al,
gender-base- d, historical,
epistemological and metaphysi-
cal framework as the revenant
Cnrrj
. if
David Tarbell
skeletons of our schismatic
Nietzscheen post-structurali- sm
emerge deciduously from (and
anathema to) the crowded
Butlerian plurality that only yes-
terday covered our flora and
fauna. In other words, for every
sink the obsolete fleet of Old
garments as the J-Cr- ew
down with the ship, and let
withdraw our troops from the
Republics, for dying is
revolution of generation Gap.
bare branch reaching skyward
through the dialectic there
extends downward through our
collective unconscious many an
unseen root.
De juris, we dress to insulate
our existential selves; de facto,
our desire to transform necessity
into expression has created an
irrevocable superfluity and has
led us into a ludicrous post-mode- rn
wet dream of punk, grunge,
goth, hip-ho- p, hippie, preppy
and G, and ironically we have
returned to the normative
weltanschauuung against
which these factions rebelled.
Indeed, today's trend seems
only to reify "fas- -
cion, an ontology
of fashionality
prevalent during
1930s Germany
and thought to have
been obliterated by
an onslaught of
deconstruct ivism.
Apparently. we
1 have understated
the agential force
of a phenomenon rooted in the
causality between necessity
and conformity!
Dove Tarbell is a Guest
Columnist for the Voice. He can be
reached regarding this story and
others at voicewooster.edu.
Features 6Editors: Katie Berkshire & Elizabeth Yuko
Small "peace" of the puzzle
Euzabeth Yuko
Features Editor
Nested comfortably in our
cozy little Wooster bubble, we
oftentimes forget about the unrest
and conflict in the world outside
of rural Ohio. However, at least
one group on campus Peace
by Peace makes a conscious
effort to open their eyes to life
outside the bubble. Peace by
Peace is an interfaith coalition
of people who have a belief in
basic human rights, social
action and non-viole- nt meth-
ods with loose national organi-
zation. It is part of Campus
Ministries and is headed by
paid interns Bob Fuller '03
and Erin Hayes '04.
"Peace by Peace functions as
a forum for interested students
to express their concerns about
issues from farm workers'
rights in Ohio, to the lifting of
economic sanctions that pri-
marily hurt
innocent
civilians liv- -
ing under
regimes
thought to be
a threat to the
U n i t e d
States," said
Fuller. They
also work to
inform the
general stu-
dent body
about issues
they may not
be aware of.
For example,
last year's
Peace by
Peace internsMorgan
Barlow '02
and Whitney
Dodds '03,
organized a campaign to
compare the thousands of
innocent people who died on
Sept. 11 in the U.S. with the
thousands of innocent civil-
ians killed by our "smart"
bombs when our forces began
assaulting Afghanistan.
"We also raised awareness
about domestic violence, its pat
terns and what we can do if
we have a friend who is
being abused. Some of our
members also went to Oak
Ridge, Tennessee last year
to protest the nuclear
weapons plant there. We had
non-violen- ce training,
stayed in a church overnight
and participated in a rally
the next day," said Hayes.
According to Fuller, the third
goal of Peace by Peace is to
create coalitions between
many progressive student
groups and community
groups. "Often, there is an
overlap of what groups are
doing and I try to help coor-
dinate, or at least help com-
municate between groups. I
try to keep abreast of what
groups like Amnesty
International, Pueblo de
Esperanza and ECOS are doing
and when I can get involved
with them and other groups to
M 1
Photo by Cookie Compitello
Bob Fuller '03, one of the interns of Peace by Peace, contemplates the
problems of the world.
achieve greater goals than what
would normally be attempted,"
said Fuller.
The projects taken on by Peace
by Peace are constantly in flux
between the internal actions and
those extended to other groups
and the community. The meet-
ings are usually well attended
and there is a core group of about
seven students.
According to Fuller, Peace
by Peace does not have any-
thing formally planned to
protest the impending mili-
tary conflict with Iraq and its
people. Lately, we have
relied on fairly spontaneous
actions, primarily flyering,
to take people out of their
hum-dru- m lives and think
about where they stand on
the issue. One of the most trou-
bling aspects of this entire sit-
uation is the lack of debate. I
would like to challenge the
College Democrats to lay
down their stupid jokes about
G.W. Bush's inability to form
sentences and for them to. do
some intellectual work to at
least act like a party that is
separate from the
Republicans. I also challenge
the College Republicans and
the College Democrats to
debate, alongside non-rulin- g
party represen
tatives, the
actual issues
posed by this
situation in an
informed and
intelligent way."
Peace by
Peace is also
planning a
fundraiser for
first-ai- d kits
and emergency
water packages
to be placed in
sanctuary areas
along the
Mexican-U.S- .
border to aid
the thousands
of undocument-
ed immigrants
crossing the bor
der. They will
also be holding
the "Sweat Shop Free Fashion
Show" in the spring. "Anyone
interested in human rights
should go by Common Grounds
and tell them to bring back Fair
Trade Coffee!" said Fuller.
Peace by Peace meetings will
reconvene the Tuesday follow-
ing fall break at 9 p.m. in
Lowry 119.
snip somedel?
Your favorite Features editors
need one male and one female
to model for an undisclosed
upcoming story.
No experience required.
E-m- ail Katie (kberkshire) or Elizabeth
(eyuko) if you are interested. We will use
the first people who respond to this ad.
Woo alum makes it
Andrea Hiebler
Staff Writer
What can you do with a theatre
major? Simply ask Jennifer
Boring '02. Less than six months
after leaving the comfort of col-
lege life behind, she is an active
member of; the working world.
With some assistance from her
professor and advisor.
Assistant Professor of Theatre
Ansley Valentine, she received
a golden opportunity. Boring
was welcomed as a staff mem-
ber of the Contemporary
American Theatre Company
(CATCO) in Columbus.
She serves as this season's
assistant stage manager and a
stge management fellow. This
paid position provides not only a
source of income, but rich pro-
fessional experience as well. It
allows her to earn the equity
points required to join the
Union of Professional Actors
and Stage Managers. Asked if
she feels equipped for such an
undertaking, Boring said,
"Wooster's theatre department
really prepared me well. I am
able to take the wide variety of
skills I learned here and bring
them to the table." While
ing her knowledge. Boring is t
simultaneously getting a taste of
the real world. "It is sort of a
rude awakening. I wake up, go
to work, and come home."
Nonetheless, she is truly enjoy-
ing her position in the business.
She relates no tales of backstage
backstabbing or demanding
divas. In fact. Boring boasts,
"This is the best group of actors
I have ever worked with. Every
time I hand them a prop, they
thank me. I definitely feel
valuable and appreciated."
This group includes a com-
pany of eight accomplished
actors appearing in "The
Laramie Project."
The play documents the true
story of Matthew Shepard, the
gay university student
who was the victim of a
brutal hate-crim- e murder.
Based on interviews conduct-
ed in the small Wyoming town,
the production explores contro-
versial issues and sensitive sub- -
ojects. Ultimately, poignant per-
formances compel the audi-
ence to confront questions of
fear, denial, awareness, preju-
dice, hope, compassion and
the human life. Boring feels
very fortunate to be involved
in such an important piece
of theater.
oc2QQ2i
Wooster: Come one, come all come out !
Katie Berkshire
Features Editor
Allies and Queers, previous-
ly known as Gay, Bisexual,
Lesbian, Trangendered and
Allies, declared yesterday the
College's Coming Out Day.
Although National Coming Out
Day is today, the group feels that
fall break would not have
allowed for an appropriate
observation of this day.
The group set up a table in
Lowry with informative
brochures on the Human
Rights Campaign, (a.k.a.
HRC, the largest national
organization fighting for
rights of gays, lesbians,
bisexuals and transgenders)
ribbons for supporters to
sport, and a list of supportive
students to talk to about sexu-
ality issues. "We all under-
stand the difficulty in com-
ing out and we all promise
to keep people's personal
lives confidential," said
Andrew Connell '03, a mem-
ber of Allies and Queers.
HRC's Coming Out Day is
also 'known as jeans day. The
idea is that a supporter of gays,
lesbians, bisexuals, and trans-gend- er
peopie wear jeans on
this day to show their support.
But pretty much everyone wears
jeans on any given day, right?
"Well, then you're self-conscio- us
because you walk around
all day thinking everyone must
wonder why you're wearing
them. It's comparable to
how a homosexual, bisexual,
or transgendered person
would feel, but on an everyday
basis," said Katie Boin '03,
Allies and Queers' president.
She also explained that jeans
day was a tradition on
Wooster's campus up until a
few years ago when "the cam-
pus reacted negatively."
Apparently there was more
word going around to not wear
jeans than to wear them.
"The importance of Coming
Out Day is that people can feel
comfortable or semi-comfortab- le,
being themselves for a
day," said Boin. However, she
also said that on this campus,
that probably does not hold
true. Boin told me that several of
the group's posters for Coming
Out Day were torn down.
However, Boin also informed
me that Connell said, "God
bless them whoever tore
the posters down they just
make us stronger," which, in
fact, shows a grace that not
many people have.
Allies and Queers, or A & Q,
decided to change its name for
several reasons. First of all,
the acronym (Gay, Bisexual,
Lesbian, Transgenders and
Allies) was confusing, and
many people did not know
what it stood for. "It was
assumed that A stood for
Alliance, but that would indi-
cate a group limited to only
GLBT persons and not their
allies. One of the most
important factors in pro-
moting equal rights for
GLBT persons is having a
strong straight ally group,"
said Connell.
Another reason was "logisti-
cal. We wanted to be first on
the list of campus organiza-
tions. We wanted someone to
open the campus organization
book and see our name," said
Matt Diebler '04, another mem-
ber 1of the group.
Although the term "queer"
may have its negative con-
notations, it is "a term that
has been reclaimed by
GLBT persons in order to
allay all stereotypes previ-
ously associated with it. The
purpose of reclaiming a nega-
tive term is to use it as power
against the negativity that it
brings with it," explained
Connell. This term is also cur-
rently used in academia in
studying homosexual issues.
The group meets on Sunday at labels. It's really a
p.m. in Kenarden lounge. fortable place where people
Illustration courtesy of Allies and Queers
77ii.y figure, appearing on posters throughout campus this week
encourages students to be open about their sexuality. The sentence
"Coming out is a journey, not a destination " accompanied the picture.
"Everyone is welcome,
assuming they aren't going
to come sporting some form
of militant 'anti-hom- o'
attitude or pipe bombs," said
Diebler. "So long as a person
shows genuine interest in our
group and affirms the basic
human rights for everyone,
they can be a part of our
group," added Connell. Also,
at the meetings, no one has to
announce whether they are
gay or an ally or what their
sexual preference may be.
"We don't throw around
Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-52,00- 0 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
tilling quicWy, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-323- 8, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
of all kinds are welcome,"
said Diebler.
1
Last year, A & Q sponsored
"Gay Week." They had a dance
party at the Underground
called "Gay-la,- " as well as
having three students (Boin,
Greg Davis '03 and Clay
Drinko '02) speak about their
junior and senior Independent
Studies, which involved
queer theory. This was called
"Queering I.S." Some mem-
bers of the group also went
to Oberlin's drag ball last
spring semester.
Another dance party called
"Out on the Town" is planned
for the Underground on Nov.
9. Connell also said, "A cou-
ple of us regularly get togeth-
er on campus to have parties
and we often go out to gay
clubs in Akron or Cleveland."
A & Q is also currently
planning their second annual
"Gay Week" for the spring
semester, taking into account
some of the responses on the
campus climate survey which
was their "pet project" last
year, according to Diebler.
Despite the sometimes neg-
ative reaction of the campus
to their cause, the A & Q con-
tinues their efforts to educate
and spread tolerance through-
out the campus. Everyone is
welcome to their weekly
meetings.
Wayne Center for the Arts
2002-200- 3 Chamber Music Series
October 20: Emerson String Quartet
November 17: Anne Epperson, Haken Rosengren
January 26: Concertante Ensemble
February 23: Gryphon Ensemble
March 23: Earl Carlyss, Ann Schein,
Tom Kraines & Amadi Hummings
April 13: Colorado String Quartet
All performances begin at 3 p.m.
Student Prices: Members $7 or Non-membe- rs $8.
For more info call: 330-264-ART- S.
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Upcoming
Concerts
Beck
1024
Mershon Auditorium
Columbus, Ohio
Duncan Sheik with Nine
Days' and Sixpence None
The Richer
1030
Odeon Concert Club
Cleveland, Ohio
They Might Be Giants
1031
Odeon Concert Club
Cleveland, Ohio
Andrew WK
1101
Metropol
Pittsburgh, Perm.
Thursday
1102
Club Laga
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Bob Dy lan
1103
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio
Jurassic 5
1104
Club Laga
Pittsburgh, Penn.
"American Idols live" Tour
1106
Nationwide Arena
Columbus, Ohio
SigurRos
1107
Wexner Center
Columbus, Ohio
Box Car Racer
1108
Promo West Pavilion
Columbus, Ohio
Bruce Springsteen &
The E Street Band
1109
Schottanstein Center
Columbus, Ohio
Compiled from
www. polls ta r. c om
, . ..-- I
The Transporter (PG-1- 3)
Tuck Everlasting (PG)
Jonaji: A Veggie Tales (G)
Sweet Home
Alabama (PG-1- 3)
My Big Fat Greek
Wedding (PG)
Red Dragon (R)
Knockaround Guys (R)
Brown Sugar (PG--1 3)
The Tuxedo (R)
The Banger Sisters (R)
(12:20,2:40)4:45,7:15,9:45
(12:45, 2:55) 5:10, 7:35, 9:55
(12:55, 3:00) 5:15, 7:25, 9:30
(12:10, 2:35) 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
(12:50, 3:05) 5:20, 7:45, 10:15
(1:10)4:10,7:00,9:50
(1:05, 3:20) 5:30, 7:50, 10:20
(12:05, 2:20) 4:40, 7:10, 10:05
(12:40, 2:50) 5:05, 7:20, 9:35
(1:00, 3:10) 5:25, 7:40, 10:10
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
No PassesEvening Classic Supersavers
Coming Soon: Formula 51 and Abandon
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-875- 5
Editors: Kara Barney & Eliza Cramer
Theatre majors break a leg with senior IS.
Katie Strednak
Staff Writer
Two theatre Senior I.S. projects
will be making their debut come
the end of October. On Oct. 25
and 26, Katie Hammond '03 and
Gabe Leifer 03 will be perform-
ing their projects to the public for
the first time. Presented in the
Schoolroy black box theatre, the
viewing is sure to be an intimate
affair, packed with surprises and
personal touches from both Leifer
and Hammond.
Hammond has always loved
comedy, and with her current
aspirations of doing improv com-
edy in Chicago after graduation,
she decided to get to the bottom of
humor through her independent
study. Hammond's I.S. piece, enti-
tled "The Last Laugh," is a com-
bination of four monologues,
which Hammond will be perform-
ing herself. She says her ultimate
goal with the piece is to discover
"why humor is the best tool for
making audiences comfortable
with normally uncomfortable sub-
jects." Each monologue deals
with issues that would normally
be considered taboo, such as rape,
substance abuse, bulimia and .so
forth. While this may sound diffi-
cult to deal with, her goal is to
intertwine humor throughout the
monologues in order to make the
audience feel comfortable enough
to deal with the issues presented.
The I.S. presentation will be
simplistically presented for dra-
matic effect. Consisting of mere-
ly a woman and a chair, the show
will focus on the story line, and
the ins and outs of humor itself.
Where Hammond chose an act-
ing endeavor, Leifer decided to
pursue the playwright aspect of
theatre. Leifer began writing the
play for his I.S. over the summer
and managed to finish it at the
beginning of the year, only to find
that he was not completely satis-
fied with his work. He scrapped
that piece and started from
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
9-- .;
Photo by Jeremy Hohertz
Theatre major Katie Hammond '03 practices for her I.S. performance
"The Last Laugh, " which will be presented Oct. 25 and 26 at 8:15 p.m.
in Schoolroy theatre. Hammond's project uses humor to address taboo
subjects. Hammond will be joined by theatre major Gabe Leifer '03
who will address issues of relgion and self-discove-ry in the play, "In the
Corner," which he wrote as part ofhis I.S.
scratch, creating a work that
reflects his multi-religio- us
upbringing. According to Leifer,
this original short play, "In the
Corner," is an examination of how
playwrights use religion as a basis
for conflict. He describes the
piece as a "journey of self-discover- y,"
and warns that the play, even
at the time of production, will
remain a work in progress. While
the story itself is not personal, he
maintains that the heart of it dis-
plays the fact that religion plays a
huge role in everyone's life,
regardless of whether they want it
to or not. The biggest problem the
writing of the play presented
stems from this very issue that
creating a piece in which conflict-
ing religions reside is basically
asking for trouble. How does one
keep such touchy subjects topical
enough not to offend the audience
completely, while staying true to
the subject matter?
Such difficult and intricate
questions will no doubt prepare
Leifer for his future with theatre,
as he hopes to attend graduate
school and pursue a career as a
professor of theatre later in life.
As a staged reading, "In the
Comer" will attempt to address all
of these religious issues, though it
is only scheduled to last approxi-
mately 15 minutes on stage.
Originally, all three senior
theatre majors intended on pre-
senting their projects this fall
under the title "Three by Three."
However, due to extenuating cir-
cumstances, Alex Cox '03's I.S.
performance will instead be pre-
sented in the spring.
The works of Hammond and
Leifer, both of which are directed
by Assistant Professor of Theatre
Ansley Valentine, will be present-
ed Oct. 25 and 26 at 8: 15 p.m. For
reservations call (330) 263-224- 1
or visit the Box Office located in
Freedlander Theatre during
Monday through Friday 12 p.m. to
2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m and
Saturday 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
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Mantooth joins Jazz Ensemble ' V Um W Wv WV
Elizabeth Weiss
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble and the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra are both
rehearsing exciting season open-
ers for the 2002-0- 3 season. Both
concerts will feature special per-
formances by talented
artists as well as an
interesting variety of
musical styles.
On Oct. 18, the Jazz
Ensemble will be joined
by Frank Mantooth, a
pianist, composer,
arranger, clinician and
educator from Garden
City, Kansas. According
to Jeffrey Lindberg,
music director and con-
ductor of the Symphony
Orchestra and the Jazz
Ensemble, Mantooth is
a "very fine pianist and
composer, and a very
prolific writer of jazz
ensemble pieces."
Mantooth has taught at
summer camps, col-
leges and high schools,
and has been commis-
sioned to compose !.
pieces for the Kansas
City Symphony and the
Madison Symphony
Orchestra.
He also has published
more than 165 works n
for combo and jazz
ensemble with five
major publishing hous-
es since 1978. Mantooth A saxophonist
has been recognized theirfirst
with the Homer 18 in
Osborne award for his.
outstanding contribu-
tions to jazz education, and the
Florence Crittenton Foundation's
"Citizen of the Year" award, an
honor previously bestowed upon
former First Lady Barbara Bush.
He is also included in the 2001
edition of Grove's Dictionary of
Jazz. Lindberg is very excited
about bringing such an accom-
plished artist to the College.
The Jazz Ensemble, which con-
sists of 17 College of Wooster stu-
dents, will be performing five of
Mantooth's original works, as
well as several of his arrange
ments of jazz standards.
According to Lindberg, the style
of these pieces "ranges from
straight ahead swing to jazz funk."
Local singer Jeanne Miller will
also be featured at the Jazz
Ensemble
j
concert. Miller, a
Wooster resident who approached
Lindberg a few years ago, asking
-
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for the Wooster Jazz Ensemble practices for
concert of the season, which will take place on Oct.
Freedlander Theatre at 8:15 p.m.
"
for an opportunity to perform with
the Jazz Ensemble, will be singing
"No Regrets," "If You Could See
Me Now" and "On the Sunny Side
of the Street," adding to the mix
of contemporary and standard
jazz tunes.
Lindberg is also busy rehears-
ing for the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra's first concert, which
will take place on Nov. 9. The
Symphony Orchestra, which has
about 65 members, is made up
primarily of students, but includes
members of the community as
well. This concert will mark the
beginning of the Symphony
Orchestra's 87th season.
The Nov. 9 program will
include Kabalevsky's Concerto in
C Major for Violin and Orchestra,
Op. 48, featuring Amy Glick on
violin. Glick, a community
member of the Symphony
Orchestra, is also
its concert master.
Another highlight
of the concert will
be a performance of
"A Quiet Musicke,"
a piece composed
by Professor of Music
Jack Gallagher.
Lindberg says
students in both
ensembles have
been rehearsing
enthusiastically,
and seem to be
looking forward
to performing in
these upcoming
concerts. "I am so
excited to be per-
forming in my
first Wooster con-
cert," said Nicole
Thomas '06, who
plays the viola in
the Symphony.
The same is true
for Jennifer Puster
'03, who is begin-
ning her sixth year
playing trumpet
with the Symphony.
'I always look for-
ward to concerts,"
said Puster.
Lindberg points
out that these con- -
certs are free to fac--
tulty, students, and
staff and "to have an opportunity
to hear such great artists with
a first class college ensemble
is a real bargain."
The Jazz Ensemble concert will
take place on Oct. 18, at 8:15 p.m.
in Freedlander Theatre. Tickets
are available to Wooster faculty,
staff and students free of charge,
but must picked up in advance at
the front desk of Lowry. The
Symphony Orchestra concert will
be on Saturday Nov. 9 at 8: 15 p.m.
in McGaw Chapel. Tickets for the
concert are not required.
Damxt George
Chief Staff Writer
It's true; money "Can't Buy me
Love." Quite frankly, money can
barely buy a concert ticket these
days especially when former
Beatle Paul McCartney's name is
emblazoned on the ticket.
So v.hen Sir Pa .!"s "Back In
The US" tour swept ir.t
Cleveland last Friday, I accepted
my penniless fate, knowing t!.at
I'd be spending a "1 LitJ Day's
Night" pent up in r;:y dorm room
while McCartney and his mates
were busy rocking G and Arena.
But if there's one thing I've
learned in life it's that, as fate
may taketh away, so. too can it
giveth. And last Friday, fate
delivered two free tickets to the
Paul McCartney concert to my
campus mailbox, courtesy of a
former neighbor in Cleveland.
The seats were located in the
upper stratosphere of Gund
Arena, and Paul McCartney and
his band actually appeared to be
the size of real beetles, but it did-
n't matter the concert was
simply amazing.
Sir Paul launched his show
by banging out a rousing ren-
dition of the old Beatles hit,
"Hello, Goodbye." With the
crowd of mostly middle-age- d
fans twisting in their seats and
screaming out "Pa u I ! " McCartney
then segued neatly i.-.- to "Jet," a
hit from his "Ea- - 1 en the Run"
era wkh Wings.
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As the r. ht t or,, c e
thing became vi :yi' ..r; the raw
energy an J ehf.-- n . ence that
helped catapult "M..aca" and The
Beatles into super-stardo- m in the
60s certainly hasn't diminished
in McCartney's senescence. His
hair graying around the temples,
the 60-ye-ar old still cavorted
around the stage with great
aplomb, flashing his wit, playing
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to the crowd, his voice still
booming with the same verve
and panache that sent interna-
tional audiences into hysterics
in the 60s.
In add.tion to his Beatle num-
bers, McCartney also mixed in
hits from his solo career with
Wings, such as "Maybe I'm
AnweJ," "Band on the Run,"
"Live and Let Die" and "My
Love" and played several tracks
from Us latest album "Driving
Rain," including as the post-91- 1
anthem, "Freedom."
Some of the more moving
moments came when Paul's four
band members exited the stage
and tf.e former Beatle bassist
performed solo on acoustic gui-
tar and keyboard for seven
songs, including "We Can Woik
it Out," "Carry That Weight" and
"Fool on the Hill."
During the solo set. the nor-
mally chipper McCartney took
on a doleful air, as he paid tribute
to his departed mates, John
Lennon and George Harrison
and his wife Linda, who passed
away in 1998.
"Sometimes people leave our
lives and you think, man. I wish
I would've said that, or told them
what I really wanted to say," said
McCartney, fighting back tears.
Paul sang the song "Here
Today," vhich he penned after
Lcnnon's tragic murder in 19 hO,
and followed with Harrison's
"Something," wl.kh he strummed
en a i. le th :! his former
1 ! riven 1 i:n.
J l,t '
cm . ' ' n a s; 1 c-- ;e v.
Mini, j pcil t f
"Yesterday," Ft r's
I-- dy IT.'arts C! .b Band" ,:i.l
"The Lad."
Finally. McCartney bid the
crowd farewell and jugged off
stage, arms raised triumphant-
ly over his head. The singer had
performed 36 songs without
a single break.
It was a performance I think
I'll always remember even
"When I'm 64."
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Field hockey loses showdown
Todd Worly
Sports Editor
Friday night was the main
event, as Wooster, defending
NCAC champions in field hockey,
traveled to Springfield to take on
the no. 12 team in the nation. It
was a battle throughout, but the
Scots eventually succumbed 2-- 1
to the Tigers.
Wooster drew first blood, as
Ashley Arnold '05 netted an unas-
sisted goal midway through the
first half to put the Scots up 1-- 0.
The Wooster defense had a strong
first half showing, but the Tigers
pushed one across with 5:52 left
in the first half to tie the game at
one apiece.
The Tigers rode the momentum
of their first goal to outplay the
Scots in the second half, high-
lighted by a goal early in the half
to clinch the victory.
Beth Skelton '05 made eight
saves for Wooster, while
Wittenberg, who outshot the
Scots 16-- 5, only needed to
make two saves.
"It was a different game, as it
was played on turf," said Alanna
Tryder '04. "The intensity was
there. We played well, and
improved our positioning and
passing. Next time we play them,
we need to play as a cohesive unit
and have more accurate position
..
- i : ,
Scots work their opponent down the
ing in order to win. We can't rely
on individual --stick skills. We
need to keep things simple and
utilize the strategies of the game
to our advantage."
Less than 24 hours later,' the
Scots returned to action at home
with a relatively sloppy 1- -0 victo-
ry over Centre College. The game
was more or less even in the first
half, as Wooster seemingly had
"bus lag" after the long trip home
the night before. But the Scots
stormed out of the gates in the
second half, a dominating play
throughout. However, the Scots
were once again plagued by their
inability to find the back of the
net, and the game was still score-
less after two overtimes.
The two teams then headed into
penalty shots, when Wooster hit
three out of five shots, while the
Colonels only made two. Angela
Arnold '05, Ashley Hecker '05,'
and Kelley Hubbell '05 all bit
shots for the Scots. Wooster out-sh- ot
Centre 16-- 3 and outcornered
them 21-- 3. Because of this domi-
nation, Skelton only had to make
two saves, while the Centre goalie
made eight
"On Saturday, we couldn't fin-
ish it off in regulation," said
Tryder. "Our play may have had
to do with the short period of rest
from the night before, but that
shouldn't be an excuse." 1
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field.
NCAC foe Kenyon came to
town on Wednesday, and served
as the guest host on the Alanna
Tryder show. Tryder became
the first Scot player with a hat
trick since Emily White '02
did so in 2000, as Wooster
sent the Ladies packing with
an impressive 3-- 0 victory.
Tryder's first goal, an unassist-
ed score, came midway through
the first half to put the Scots up 1-- 0.
With 6:12 left in the half,
Tryder struck again, this time
thanks to an assist by Lindsey
Boardman '03 to give Wooster a
2-- 0 fead going into halftime.
Tryder put. Kenyon out of its
misery with 14:38 left in the
second half with another unas-
sisted goal.
"Wednesday was one of our
strongest games since the OWU
-- game," said Tryder. "The organi-
zation of our practices helped us
improve our communication on
the field. If we play how we did
against Kenyon, we should be
able to beat anyone on our sched-
ule in regulation."
Skelton only needed to make
one save for the Scots in preserV
ing her third shutout of the year.
Kenyon's goalie was harassed all
day, needing to make 12 saves.
Wooster (9-3,5-- 2) returns to
action Saturday at home
against Oberlin.
ITT.
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Megan Klene '03 makes a fool out ofher opponent.
Soccer gets raw on
the Kenyon Ladies
Elizabeth Yvko
Features Editor
Although Kenyon College has
been the arch nemesis of The
College of Wooster women's soc-
cer program the last couple of
years, Wooster was able to suc-
cessfully strike against their rivals
on Wednesday with a 2-- 1 victory
in a North Coast Athletic
Conference contest at Carl Dale
Memorial Field.
"We really battled hard," said
Emily Sterling '05. "Kenyon is
always a tough team, and we were
able to stick it to them."
The Scots lost a close game to
Kenyon 1- -0 in 2000 and won 2-- 1
last season in overtime, both of
which were costly in Wooster not
qualifying for the four-tea- m
NCAC Tournament.
On Wednesday, the Scots, led
by a front of strong seniors, were
not about to allow Kenyon to
overpower them. Wooster domi-
nated throughout most of the
game, outshooting its rivals 18-- 5
and got on to the scoreboard first
via Sterling's first career goal
midway through the first half.
She put home a crossing pass
from Amanda Coppes 06 in the
26th minute.
v
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The Scots maintained their 1- -0
lead into halftime, but they struck
again less than 15 minutes into the
second half on a goal by Brianna
Lux '05, assisted by Beth
Hemminger '03. However,
Kenyon struck moments later on
an unassisted goal to chop the lead
down to one at the 27:55 mark.
The Wooster defense jumped
on it and held off Kenyon's
rally, as goalkeeper Nicole
Roman '03 ended up with three
saves in her 51st career start. On
the other end of the field,
Kenyon's goaliehelped keep the
opponents in the match with a
total of eight saves.
"The defense has been good for
us all season," said Sterling. "And
during this game we did a great
job of creating scoring opportuni-
ties for ourselves."
The Scots' (9-1-- 3. 2- -1 NCAC)
next venture will be to Earlham
College (2-- 9, 1- -3 NCAC) this
Saturday, Oct. 12 at 1 p.m.
"Playing at Earlham is always
challenging, they are a really
hardworking team," said Sterling.
"Its going to be a mental game for
us...I really feel like every game
we get better, we have learned to
play with each other, and have
gelled very well."
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Scots pummel Bishops 37-1-4
Ben Mitchell
Sports Editor
In the most dominating rushing
performance in Wooster history,
Tony Sutton 05 ran for 313 yards
and five touchdowns as the Scot
football team defeated Ohio
Wesleyan 37-1- 4 on Saturday. On
36 carries, Sutton set both the
school and NCAC conference
records for most rushing yards in
a game. The five rushing touch-
downs also tied Sutton for the
conference record for one game.
The Bishop's were favored to win,
and with a defense that ranked
third in the NCAC, Sutton's per-
formance is even more impressive.
Ohio Wesleyan got on the board
with their first drive of the game on
a 19-ya- rd touchdown pass three
minutes into the first quarter. The
Scots tied the game when they drove
50 yards on seven plays, culminated
by Sutton's first score of the game, a
two-yar- d touchdown run.
Late in the second quarter, with
the teams still even at 7-- 7,
Wooster had possession at their
own 42-ya- rd line. This set the
stage for Sutton's most impressive
run of the game, as he took a
handoff up the middle and broke it
for a 58-ya- rd touchdown run. The
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Seth Kerechanin '03 spits some game
Scots strung together another
drive before halftime, ending with
a 23-ya- rd field goal by Richie
McNally '05 to end the first half
with Wooster leading 17-- 7.
Sutton never looked back from
his game-breakin- g run in the sec-
ond quarter, as he went on to score
all three Wooster touchdowns in
the second half. To start the third
quarter the Scots went 43-yar- ds
on three Sutton runs capped by a
1-y-
ard touchdown run.
Wooster's defense played very
well after the Bishops scored on
their opening drive. With the Scots
leading 24--7, Ohio Wesleyan was
still in the game, and moved the
ball to Wooster's 30-ya- rd line.
However, the defense stepped up
and stopped the Bishops on downs,
giving the ball back to the Scots.
Wooster followed with an
impressive and very efficient
drive, as they needed only two
minutes to move 75 yards for
another touchdown. Rob Hooper
'03 had a 14-ya- rd rush, and 12-ya- rd
pass from Jeff Spraggins '03
to Ryan Hartschuh '03 helped
march the ball to the Bishop 31-ya- rd
line. Here a handoff to Sutton
turned into another long run as he
took it 31 yards into the endzone
this made the score 30--7 as the
i
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to the Bishops across the line.
extra point was no good.
With the game well in hand the
Scots broke their opponent's back,
as they took their next possession
83 yards on 14 plays for their final
touchdown of the afternoon. The
drive took over seven minutes off
the game clock, and effectively
ended the game. Sutton carried
the load as he gained 58 yards on
the drive, and finished off his day
with a seven-yar- d touchdown run,
his fifth of the game.
With two minutes left in the
game, Ohio Wesleyan scored their
second touchdown of the after-
noon on a 20-ya- rd pass play, mak-
ing the score 37-1- 4 in favor of
Wooster. Overshadowed some-
what by Sutton, the Scot defense
limited their opponent top 320
yards of offense. Tim Cline '05
led the way with 15 tackles, fol-
lowed by Kevin Rooker '03 and
Allan Skinner '05 who each had
nine tackles. Todd Worly '03 had
the games only sack to go along
with six tackles. Spraggins threw
only 11 times, completing five
passes for 69 yards.
This Saturday Wooster faces
Oberlin College, another NCAC
opponent. The Yeomen are 1- -3
and should pose little competition
for the Scots.
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A Wooster player boots the ball downfield.
Men's soccer remains in 1st
Erik Smith
Staff Writer
On Saturday, the 11th ranked
Fighting Scot men's soccer team
faced off against 17th ranked
Ohio Wesleyan University in an
important conference match. The
Bishops (1-- 1 NCAC) needed a
victory to keep pace with the
Scots (3-- 0 NCAC), while Wooster
was looking to distance itself from
the rest of the conference.
The first half was a defensive
struggle between two excellent
defensive teams. The Bishops had
two opportunities to score, with
each shot bouncing off the post.
The Scots held an advantage
in shots, but couldn't convert,
and the first half ended in a
scoreless tie.
The Scots looked to attack on
offense early in the second half,
Football
Oct. 12 vs. Oberlin
Oct. 19 at Allegheny
Cross Country
Oct. 23 Wooster
Relays
and got a break in the second
minute of play. The Bishops com-
mitted a foul in their own goal
box, giving Brian Conaway '06 a
penalty kick. Following the theme
of the first half, Conaway's kick
hit the post, and the match
remained scoreless.
Midway through the second
half, the Bishops took advantage
of a Scot mistake. Paul Smith
controlled a loose ball in
Wooster's goal box, and broke the
scoreless tie, slipping the ball just
inside the left goal post. The
Bishops led 1-- 0, and looked to
end the Scot's unbeaten streak at
12 matches.
The lead held up for much of
the remainder of the game, but
with four minutes remaining
Conaway came up with yet anoth-
er big play in his impressive rook-
ie season. Jung Kim '06 assisted
Volleyball
Oct. 16 vs. Tiffin
Oct. 1 9 vs Earlham
at Allegheny
Oct.24 at Ursuline
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Conaway, as he got past the
defense and fired a shot on goal.
The ball deflected off of Bishop
goalie Adam Roberts's hands,
tying the score at 1-- 1,
For the remainder of regulation
and all of overtime, the defenses
stepped up. The match would end
in a 1- -1 tie, extending the unbeat-
en streak to 13 this season.
Wooster out-sh- ot Ohio Wesleyan
17-- 8, and David Trelevan 06 had
three saves in goal.
The tie moved the Scots up
one spot to number 10 in
NCAA Division III rankings.
Conaway was named the
NCAC player of the week, after
providing the game winning
assist in the previous match
against Hiram, and scoring the
Scots only goal to tie the game
against Wesleyan.
Conaway has scored the fourth
Men's Soccer
Oct. 12 at Earlham
Oct. 1 9 vs. Wittenberg
Oct. 23 at Denison
Erik Shilling
Staff Writer
Wooster Volleyball once
again experienced mixed suc-
cess on the road, winning two
straight matches versus Kenyon
and Oberlin, then losing to a
nearly unbeatable, nationally-ranke- d
Wittenberg squad.
Last Wednesday against
Kenyon, the Scots faced some-
thing they had scarcely seen at
the Wooster Quadrangular a
week before: genuine competi-
tion. The Fighting Scots humil-
iated their opponents at the
Quadrangular. The Scots did
not seem to notice the differ-
ence in skills though, as they
carefully sent the Ladies
packing with a 3-ga- me
sweep of the match.
"Kenyon has improved a lot
in the past few years," said Erin
Donnell '03. "But we played
really well, and didn't give
them a chance to win."
In the match. Tiffany Rice
'06 once again led the way in
kills for the Scots with 13.
Donnell and Liz Lucarelli '05
adJed seven kills each. On the
defensive end, Mary-Kat- e
Fowkes '05, Lucarelli, and Beth
Moore '03, led with 16, 14, and
13 digs, respectively.
Next up was Wooster's
scheduled tri-mat- ch at
Oberlin, which featured
ymatcnes against tne league s
most points in the conference
and leads Wooster in scoring.
He has 19 points, coming from
eight goals and three assists.
Wooster finds itself in a three-wa- y
tie for first place in the
NCAC. Denison (7-4-- 1, 3-0- -1
NCAC) and Earlham (5-3-- 3, 3-0- -1
NCAC) both remain on the
Women's Soccer
Oct. 12 at Earlham
Oct. 1 6 vs. Wittenberg
Oct. 19 at Hiram
Oct. 23 at Case Western
worst team, Oberlin, and
the league's best,
Wittenberg.
In the first match, the Scots
scored a convincing defeat over
a sad Oberlin (1-2- 3, 0-- 5) squad,
only to then run into a brick
wall, this time in the form of a
pungent Wittenberg team that is
ranked thirteenth in the nation.
In the first game of the match,
the Scots showed promise and
stayed competitive, but they
eventually crumbled in the final
two games to the delicious
spikes and digs of the
Wittenberg Tigers (18-- 4, 5-0- ).
"We stuck with them in the
beginning, but we kind of lost
our confidence," said Lucarelli.
"Hopefully we'll see them
again in a tournament"
Defensively, Fowkes and
Becky Rohlfs "05 took com-
mand with 26 and 19 digs
respectively. On the offensive
end, Rice, Donnell and Katie
Marco '05 led with 17, 15, and
13 kills, in that order, while
Moore and Rohlfs had 59 com-
bined assists.
Wooster played at
Wilmington College
Wednesday, and swept the
Quakers 30-1- 5, 30-2- 3. 30-2- 1.
Donnell led the way with 14
kills. This coming week brings
only one contest, against fellow .
Ohioans Tiffin on Wednesday
at Tirnken Gymnasium with a
seven o'clock game time. ,
Scot's schedule, setting up some
important late season matches.
Wooster's next match will be
Saturday at Earlham College.
All five of the Scot's remaining
matches are conference oppo-
nents. Wittenberg, Denison,
Kenyon and Oberlin still remain
on the schedule.
Field Hockey
Oct. 12 vs. Oberlin
Oct.17atOWU
Oct. 1 9 at Denison
Oct. 20 at DePauw
